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1. An opportunity for fiscal reform 

Rathin Roy, Business Standard:  11.11.2014 

The Planning commission is no more but the Plan Budget continues as a fiscal entity. This 

newspaper reported that Plan Budget proposals are to be prepared and forwarded by line ministries 

directly to the ministry of finance. As post-commission arrangements are yet to evolve, this is a 

necessary stopgap measure. But it marks the need to reflect on needed institutional reforms in the 

fiscal business process. 

The erstwhile Planning Commission had two important fiscal responsibilities. First, to allocate 

money to the states in order for them to finance their Plan expenditures. Second, to provide a five-

year fiscal-resource framework for the central Plan. Much has been made of the first, which has 

meant centralisation and the use of imperial discretion by the Centre. Over the last decade, 

however, with the financial position of the states improving sharply, the imperial dimension has 

become more an irritant than a regrettable necessity for most states. It is still pertinent in the case 

of the so-called special category states, but that reflects the absence of a coherent policy to secure 

the fiscal sustainability of these states without recourse to discretion. With such a policy in place, 

the problem will abate. If not, then there are a number of entities that can be entrusted with this 

discretionary power. 

The second responsibility was based on the implicit assumption that the central Plan would be the 

principal vehicle driving public investment. This has long been invalid. The share of capital 

expenditure in total Plan expenditure has fallen from 68 per cent in 1983-84 to 21 per cent in the 

current fiscal year. The Centre is no longer a major provider of budgetary resources for public 

investment. Plan expenditure, therefore, does something else - no one seems sure quite what. 

The abolition of the Planning Commission raises an important fiscal question: will we continue to 

plan in the old-fashioned way with a range of output targets, and an expenditure programme to 

achieve these targets specified over the next five years? If so, the current Plan and non-Plan 

expenditure categories will continue to hold. But it will be necessary then to specify what "Plan" 

expenditure means in today's India. In the absence of a Nehruvian vision, this will require some 

institutional work. 

If we do away with the "Plan" conceptualisation of public expenditure, then the strategic context 

would need to be defined. There will need to be a multi-year macroeconomic framework that 

specifies (a) the desired real growth rate; (b) the medium term share of public expenditure in gross 

domestic product; and (c) the medium-term shares of investment expenditure, transfers and 

consumption expenditure. These aggregates will be specified based on multiyear political 

decisions that derive from the government's growth and development vision. It is essential to 

specify these, so that annual budgeting can be predictable, strategic and transparent. 

 



In all modern economies fiscal budgeting is essentially a rolling medium-term exercise that 

specifies the above in the expenditure dimension. Together with a resource-mobilisation strategy. 

this constitutes a medium-term fiscal framework, with annual budgets reflecting largely the 

articulation of the medium term in the immediate present. Policy attention is focused on the 

framework, not on the budget. In India, it is exactly the opposite. The media, commentators and 

general public derive great entertainment from anticipating and discussing the annual Budget. For 

years, with fiscal planning essentially being a gestural exercise, this has meant that there has been 

no multi-year basis to fiscal planning. We have "Plan" and "non-Plan" expenditure categories, but 

these have no strategic or operational relevance. As a consequence, our fiscal performance has 

suffered in terms of predictability, effectiveness and credibility, and this has meant that 

governments have been punished by those who have borne the adverse consequences - from the 

rating agencies to the electorate. The previous National Democratic Alliance government and 

successive Finance Commissions recognised this challenge. The implementation of their 

recommendations means that an adequate apparatus to change this is at the disposal of the 

government. For more than 10 years, every annual Budget presents a medium-term 

macroeconomic framework, a medium-term fiscal policy and a fiscal-policy strategy statement. 

But the time and attention afforded to these is a fraction of what is afforded to the preparation of 

the annual Budget. Thus, the accounting exercise dominates the policy and strategic exercise. The 

political impetus to deliver change that is at the heart of every new government gets stymied when 

the cumbersome and antiquarian budget-making exercise commences its lumbering annual 

process. 

If the government of the day takes advantage of the opportunity presented by the demise of the 

Planning Commission to undertake these fiscal reforms, it can expect significant positive political 

payback. No great business process re-engineering is required - the instruments are already at the 

government's disposal. A rare opportunity to reform India's fiscal-business process by giving 

priority attention and life to the medium-term fiscal instrumentation at the government's disposal 

presents itself today. It should be seized in the national interest and the excessive focus on the 

annual budgeting exercise should be consigned once and for all to the dustbin of history. 

  



2. Letters: The population problem 

Brijesh Sheregar, Business Standard: 11.11.2014 

T C A Srinivasa-Raghavan's column "The gorilla in the room" (Marginal Utility, November 8), 

provides a perspective different from the euphoria surrounding the "demographic dividend" that 

India enjoys. 

Anyone whose eyes are not tinted enough by Hollywood understands that all societies have good 

people and bad people, metaphorically speaking. However, due to the limited size of their 

population, many developed nations do not have overwhelming numbers of "bad" people to deal 

with. 

More significantly, these countries have created efficient systems to deliver education and health 

care to their population, presumably resulting in more contented societies. Also, their policing and 

prosecution mechanisms deliver swift justice, acting as deterrence to wrongdoing. I would not 

belittle our own judicial system, but it is no secret that our system is overwhelmed by the sheer 

number of cases awaiting judgment. Another example is the Delhi Metro, a fine system that is 

creaking, thanks to the sea of humanity it has to support, as I found to my chagrin sometime ago. 

The author's analysis of electoral economics becomes starker when read with the fact that most 

candidates would like a "return on investment" and constitute the largest segment for black money 

demand. 

Conventional economics, especially the socialist variety that promotes entitlement and pseudo-

equality, has no answer for our issues. We need to find creative solutions that go beyond 

symptomatic relief and address the deeper malaise. Does the new body that will replace the archaic 

Planning Commission provide Narendra Modi with an opportunity to make a beginning? 

 

  



3. A full-time job in South Block 

Ajai Shukla, Business Standard:  November 11.11.2014 

The new defence minister must stand up to the military and chart his own course 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has taken five months to appoint a full-time defence minister. Now 

Manohar Parrikar will oversee the defence of India, dealing with a potential "two-and-a-half front" 

challenge from Pakistan, China and several internal insurgencies. He will be constrained by limited 

funds since the government's primary ambition to boost the economy allows for only modest 

increments to defence spending. Nor can Mr Parrikar, a newcomer to defence, draw upon any 

existing vision for transformative change. All he has to guide him are slogans from a myopic 

strategic community, which apparently believes that military readiness consists of bluster, threats, 

backward shuffles and the unhindered disbursement of vast sums to international arms vendors. 

On the plus side, the new defence minister will have a full day to devote to his charge, unlike his 

predecessor, Arun Jaitley, who was unfairly saddled with this job in addition to his own full-time 

assignment as finance minister. Mr Parrikar, furthermore, is a metallurgist from the Indian Institute 

of Technology, an outstanding qualification for a man who will be expected to boost indigenous 

defence research and development (R&D), and manufacture. As chief minister of Goa, he has 

proven his ability to administer and govern. Finally, he is reputed to be honest, a rare enough 

quality today to rate a mention. One hopes that like his Congress party predecessor, A K Antony, 

he is not both honest and indecisive. 

The new defence minister could choose to function like most of his predecessors. This would 

involve ceding to the army, the navy and the air force chiefs the unfettered right to run their services 

as they deem fit; while the ministry controls the money and procures military equipment. This 

operating style - if so this abdication of ministerial responsibility can be termed - would be 

justifiable only in a security emergency so imminent that there is no place for long-term planning. 

This is clearly not so for India. Yet our paranoid public narrative of dire external threat, along with 

the crashing unfamiliarity of the political class with military matters, warps the higher management 

of debate. There is no explicit enunciation or discussion of outcomes that the military must ensure; 

and no evaluation of its readiness to achieve those goals. Instead, military preparedness is 

evaluated mainly in the currency of arms purchases. Mr Antony was never criticised when his 

service chiefs expressed their inability to retaliate militarily against Pakistan in the wake of the 

Mumbai blasts. Ironically, criticism centred on his failure to spend his ministry's capital budgets. 

Mr Parrikar must start by reminding his military that they exist as an instrument of deterrence and 

that they must have plans pre-prepared to discharge that role. As the army chief in 1999, general 

V P Malik, famously said before the Kargil conflict, "We will fight with what we have got." Even 

when full-scale war is not feasible or desirable in response to, say, a major terrorist attack launched 

from foreign soil, or ingress into Indian territory, the defence minister must ensure that clear, pre-

determined deterrent capability is in place for various eventualities and that the military is trained 

and equipped for those. If, in the face of dire provocation, the military chiefs merely look down at 

their shoes, this abject failure is the responsibility of the defence minister. 

If Mr Parrikar goes by the BJP Election Manifesto 2014 that was released in April, he will only 

feel confused. Congress-like, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has viewed security in holistic terms 

- maintaining "social cohesion and harmony" as a component of national security along with 



"military security; economic security; cyber security; energy, food and water and health security". 

The promise to "revise and update" India's nuclear doctrine will presumably create more 

deterrence, placing less reliance on an unaffordable conventional build-up. Another part of the 

manifesto inverts cause and effect, by promising to "modernize armed forces, and increase the 

R&D in defence, with a goal of developing indigenous defence technologies and fast tracking of 

defence purchases". 

Instead, Mr Parrikar should start afresh, read extensively, consult independently and think far 

outside the box, because all those who would brief him are deeply invested in the status quo. While 

fast-tracking procurement sounds good in a manifesto, the embarrassing truth is that our pockets 

are empty. Of this year's capital allocation of Rs 94,588 crore, over 90 per cent is pre-committed 

towards instalments for contracts concluded in previous years. Instead of grandstanding over 

unaffordable purchases like the $20-billion Rafale fighter, Mr Parrikar should initiate a project to 

increase the operational availability of the Sukhoi-30MKI fleet from the current 50 per cent, to a 

more respectable 80 per cent. That alone will put 80 Su-30MKIs into the sky, dramatically eroding 

the argument for the Rafale. Simultaneously, a strategic decision to promote the indigenous Tejas 

fighter would implement the "Make in India" directive, while also making up fleet numbers with 

cheap, utility fighters. Just as rejuvenating the Indian Railways network comes before expensive 

bullet train lines, existing weapons systems should be revitalised rather than buying expensive new 

kit. 

The new defence minister will surely ask how the army hopes to be a modern warfighting force 

while spending just one rupee out of five on equipment. With 82 per cent of the army's Rs 1,13,334-

crore Budget going on revenue expenditure, of which Rs 65,808 crore goes on the payroll of 1.2 

million soldiers, just Rs 20,665 crore is left for equipment modernisation. This is becoming even 

more lopsided with 80,000 more soldiers sanctioned for a new mountain strike corps, and the 

Seventh Pay Commission already considering wage enhancements. Contrast this with China, 

where 1.7 million soldiers were demobilised to free up funds for modern equipment. 

Raising new divisions lets peacetime governments appear muscular and defence-oriented. Only 

during war - as in 1962 - does the folly of ill-equipped soldiers translate painfully into national 

humiliation. For too long, defence ministers and generals have served out their time, keeping their 

fingers crossed that the music does not stop while they are holding the parcel. Mr Parrikar has the 

opportunity to scorn populism and drive the fundamental restructuring that India needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Exuding optimism, new Ministers of State take charge 

    Business Standard: 11.11.2014 

    Jayant Sinha, MoS Finance, said job creation and inflation management were 'top priorities' 

 

Jayant Sinha, who took charge on Monday as Union minister of state (Mos) for finance, said the 

country’s gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate should cross 6-6.5 per cent in FY16. And, 

that job creation and inflation management were ‘top priorities’. 

“This year, as you know, we are expecting the growth to pick up and be on the accelerating 

trajectory. Hopefully...we will (after next year) be in the seven-eight per cent (annual) sustainable 

growth trajectory, which is essential for India,” said the 51-year-old, a first-time MP and alumnus 

of Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, and Harvard Business School. 

GDP growth had slumped to 4.7 per cent in 2013-14 and is estimated to be 5.4-5.9 per cent this 

year. 

Sinha, earlier a fund manager and partner in consultancy firm McKinsey, said the government was 

closely monitoring tax collections and would meet its fiscal targets for the year.“We think we have 

the situation well in hand. And, we have been fortunate to have the tailwinds of lower oil prices, 

which are going to help on the expenditure side,” he said. 



Finance Minister Arun Jaitley had budgeted a fiscal deficit of 4.1 per cent of gross domestic 

product for FY15. However, with half the year already over, only a little more than 30 per cent of 

the total tax targets have been met. The disinvestment programme of Rs 58,425 crore has yet to 

start. 

Sinha, son of former finance minister Yashwant Sinha, also hoped the government would be able 

to push the insurance Bill and the Constitutional amendment Bill on a national goods and services 

tax (GST) during the next session of Parliament, beginning November 24. On the former, which 

seeks to raise the FDI cap in the sector from 26 per cent to 49 per cent, he said, “When it comes to 

Parliament, we are confident we will get the support we require”. And, on GST: “With all of that 

hard work, with the involvement of all stakeholders, particularly for the states, we are sure will be 

able to show some positive results in this session.” 

Sudarshan Bhagat, new MoS for rural development, said all defects in the land acquisition Bill 

would be addressed after he'd taken a thorough look at the law. And, similarly for the Mahatma 

Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act. “All the course corrections will be done 

keeping in mind the interest of the general public,” he said. 

The government has defended the proposed alterations as aimed at making it more effective and 

cutting non-targeted expenditure. Critics say the changes go against the fundamental principles of 

the law, to provide some job guarantee in rural areas. 

Bandaru Dattatreya, who is MoS for labour but with independent charge, said after taking charge 

that he'd bring changes in sectoral laws to benefit workers. “It is our duty to protect labour. I will 

look into all the laws carefully,” he said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Powering through 

Written by Yoginder K Alagh, Indian Express: November 11, 2014 12:26 am 

The high-level advisory panel headed by Suresh Prabhu has correctly reiterated the need for reform 

in the transmission and distribution architecture of the power sector, which was designed two 

decades ago, before he was power minister. But we still need to address why the earlier reforms 

failed and how to remedy that. As far as transmission and distribution are concerned, India has the 

largest capacity in high-voltage DC lines in the world, as well as high capacity in conventional 

lines. Though there are some criticisms of the great technical achievements in augmenting grid 

capabilities and applying best-practice smart techniques, the key question is whether such practices 

can be replicated on a large scale. 

With regards to investment to augment transmission capacity, five years ago, the Planning 

Commission said: “Although the power transmission segment has been opened to private 

investment in 1998, there has been only limited success in attracting private investment. The only 

public-private partnership project — the Tala transmission system — has been operational since 

May 2007.” In 1998, when I was power minister, I got the contentious transmission bill 

unanimously approved by a parliamentary committee under Jagmohan. That same year, a bill on 

the central regulatory authority was also introduced in the Lok Sabha. This legislation clearly laid 

down the structure of smart grids and alternative distribution channels. The Prabhu committee 

correctly says that this must be done, a decade and a half later. The question is how. 

In fact, Tala was not the first project to be approved and implemented. But the memory of the 

earlier investment, based on an abandoned reform, seems to have faded. In 1997, FDI approvals 

reached Rs 25 billion, from less than a tenth of that amount earlier, and actual inflows were around 

Rs 10 billion, up from nil earlier. In “Thirteen Years of Power Sector Reform in India: Are we Still 

Groping in the Dark?”, published by the University of Pennsylvania, journalist Kandula 

Subramaniam, a historian of India’s power sector, writes: “The framework of this draft legislation 

[referring to the transmission bill, which was approved by the parliamentary committee] was used 

to approve the first major private sector transmission project in Mangalore in 1997.” Subramaniam 

notes that “the National Grid of the UK, which was to execute the Mangalore transmission project, 

is the only foreign utility company in India maintaining operations to date”, and that the legislation 

was “cleared only in 1998 and to date, there have been no private investments in the transmission 

sector”. Between 1999 and 2005, FDI dried up. By 2001, it was already close to zero. 



To the best of my knowledge, a study conducted for the Gujarat Electricity Board by my institute 

in the 1990s was one of the first to propose the unbundling of services such as metering, billing 

and revenue collection. Studying the Kheralu line, it was noted that the present system at the 

11KVA level has to be supplemented, not replaced, with an efficient system that could deliver 

power continuously for a price. This became the reform mantra. 

Some of the major cities where distribution has been privatised are Kolkata, Mumbai, Delhi, 

Greater Noida, Ahmedabad and Surat. There are more than 20 such cases. Transmission and 

distribution losses in the cities managed by private companies are noticeably lower than those 

managed by public utilities. By the last decade, the reported distribution loss levels in these cities 

were 14.3 per cent for Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, 11 per cent for Ahmedabad Electricity 

Company and 18.5 per cent for North Delhi Power Limited. More recent experience of the results 

of the franchising process in difficult areas with large-scale power theft like Bhiwandi is 

encouraging. Smart techniques and real-time communication between customer and supplier are 

in use. Uttar Pradesh decided to hand over distribution in Agra and Kanpur to a private company 

on a franchise basis. The Ahmedabad-based company, Torrent, was awarded an input-based 

franchisee management contract of the kind implemented in Delhi. The breakpoint between 

describing these as best practices and a new trend was the Bhiwandi and Agra experience. 

Some of the best practices adopted by various utilities in the distribution sector include IT-based 

applications designed to provide comprehensive and centralised records of billing and revenue 

recovery from various consumer segments and rural consumers being provided with quality supply 

and services through rural distribution franchisees operating on behalf of competing distribution 

companies. There are many interesting applications underway, despite the slow process of reform. 

Now, there is need for a sustained push at the political level to accelerate the reforms process. 

The writer, chancellor, Central University of Gujarat, is a former Union minister of state 

(independent charge) for power (1996-98) 

express@expressindia.com 
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